How to create and sustain a high performance
hybrid team					 By Jane Sparrow
Whichever of these scenarios your organisation and teams mirrors, they
all have something in common - they all require an incredibly strong
sense of intententionality around organisational culture to make them
work. Culture is a big word and a complicated beast, made even
more complex by a remote and hybrid working dynamic. There is no
one big thing (no magic wand!) that makes it work, however, there are
many small things, (we call it fairy dust), that can all work together to
collectively create a high performance hybrid culture. This has never
been as important or relevant as it is now.

In a recent survey of the UK’s biggest 50 biggest employers, 24 said they had
no plans in place to return workers to the office, however 20 have opened
their offices for staff unable to work from home1. It’s true that many firms
can’t see a way of accommodating large numbers of staff while social
distancing regulations are still in place but on the flipside, many companies
out there are offering choice and flexibility to those who want to return,
owing to differing preferences, homeworking challenges, wider family health
contexts and more. There’s no doubt it’s an incredibly tough situation to
navigate.

THE THREE PILLARS OF ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE AND THE FOUNDATION
OF EFFECTIVE HYBRID WORKING
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We are working with many of our clients to help them stay productive in
the current COVID environment. As the stats above tell us, for some this
means leading teams who are still 100% remote and for others this is about
managing an increasingly hybrid workforce where some have returned
back to the office full time, others are doing a bit of both and many have
remained working remotely.
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THE ROLE OF ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE IN HIGH PERFORMANCE
HYBRID WORKING

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-53901310

It’s clear evidence that COVID has accelerated an increasingly hybrid
workforce which is now growing with increased speed and is undoubtedly
here to stay. Even when we are finally on the other side of COVID, the
experience has undoubtedly changed the business landscape for the long
term at both an organisational level (where many have experienced what is
possible through flexible and remote working) and an individual level where
many people have realised preferences for working patterns they weren’t
necessarily expecting (and that goes both ways!).

What’s really interesting is that a number of the people we’re talking
to right now are starting with questions around what they are going to
do with their office environment to both welcome people back and/
or manage a hybrid workforce better. What organisations need to be
asking first is what’s the culture we want to create or continue to evolve
and nurture, in the context of our evolved hybrid workforce? What
core beliefs and principles is that based on? And then, based on that,
how do we want people to behave? What core, consistent actions do
we want to see across our teams that support those beliefs and result
in people feeling both physically safe but psychologically safe too?
The development of the physical environment, whether in the office or
virtually, should then support these beliefs and behaviours - not the other
way round.
PRACTICAL STEPS TO CREATING A HIGH PERFORMANCE HYBRID TEAM
With our beliefs and behaviours in place around hybrid working, it’s
time to get really practical around what things we need to be thinking
about to lead our hybrid teams in a way that is human and creates the
most healthy, productive and high performing culture. There’s a whole
host of elements this involves but it can all be summarised by what we
call, creating a third culture. This is a co-created culture which serves
those who work remotely, as well as those who work in the office and
ensures teams stay connected, performing and thriving regardless of
their physical location. This third culture also works incredibly well if you still
have all of your people working remotely.

The
Third
Culture
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There’s four parts to consider when
co-creating your third culture - 1)
human needs (first and foremost),
2) team connection, 3) working
structures and 4) focus and
environment. And within each
of those are an array of factors
to consider (see our full model
adjacent). Every organisation and
team is different so what is essential
is that all of the ingredients for a
high performing remote or hybrid
working culture are considered
and the right mix is created.
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UNDERSTANDING THE HYBRID WORKING ECOSYSTEM
The four parts of our third culture model touch every part of the
employee ecosystem, and it’s vital that every one of these is considered.
It’s also essential that this is done through eyes of the range of different
groups you have working in your team or organisation, driven by yes,
physical location, but also health and wellbeing needs, wider life
responsibilities and more. Let’s bring them to life.
1. Human needs
There is a human being behind every person in the office and every
laptop at home and at the heart of being human is needing to feel
valued. When we work remotely, as well as when we have to work at
a physical distance, the opportunities for thank you’s, ‘great jobs!’ and
high fives dramatically decrease so making sure managers diall up the
appreciation is key. A text, a quick video message, a posted card or
a shout across the office to say ‘thanks because’ is gold to keep the
workforce motivated wherever they are based. Stories are critical here
- take every opportunity to share stories of success and gratitude, no
matter small to keep the collective chest pumped.
2. Team connection
When we’re working remotely, we lose the majority of our social
connection with everyone from the security guard we say hello to in
the morning to our team members and colleagues. For those who have
returned to the office, with hugely limited lift capacities and one way
systems, the opportunities for chance ‘hellos’ have been dramatically
reduced. Recreate moments of connection with regular team huddles
involving those in and out of the office - no set agenda, just a check in to
say hi, see how people are and what help they may need. The other side
to connect is the critical need for everyone to sustain a strong line of sight
to the overall purpose of the business and understand the part they play
in that. Many leaders will have dialled this down because they’re just so
distracted with the day to day - but we need the ‘why’ more than ever
right now and it’s something hybrid workforces can unite around.
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3. Working structures
What works in the office may not work remotely. What works remotely
may not work for a hybrid team! For example, for hybrid teams, make
sure meetings have a strong chair so both those there in person and
virtual get a balanced input. Being intentional around keeping the virtual
guys in the loop with the ‘after chat’ once the meeting has finished is
also a great way of keeping everyone feeling 100% included. Another
great idea we love is putting actual chairs out for all of those dialling
in remotely to a meeting, if the majority of people are in the office, so
they’re physically represented and don’t get forgotten. One of the
teams we work with has taken this one step further and actually put their
pictures on the chairs! Apply this thinking to team resourcing, scheduling
and action planning.
4. Focus and environment
As remote working has become the norm for many of us, our habits have
changed and we’ve adapted to a new environment. There’s still much
to do for many of the people and teams we work with around focus and
environment - as perhaps some of the good intentions during lockdown
have fallen away. At an organisational level, we’re certainly seeing more
and more organisations thinking strategically about a longer term plan
on creating the physical conditions for success for their people whether
that’s through enhanced WFH support, adapted office environments
or company hubs that offer face to face collaboration opportunities
for largely remote workforces. And of course, there’s unplugging - the
headlines on burnout are hard to ignore. The longer widespread remote
and hybrid working continue, the more paramount the challenge
of unplugging becomes as we begin to get the true measure of the
wellbeing impact of the pandemic on our employees.

OUR TOP THREE HYBRID WORKING TAKEAWAYS:
1. Pay extra attention to sharing good news stories across
channels that reach everyone to give teams shared
reasons to celebrate.
2. Focus on quality connection over more
communication both through virtual, socially distanced
face to face (where possible) and hybrid channels.
3. Make sure you’re unplugging regularly throughout
each day, week and month (and ensure those around
you are doing the same) - sustainable performance
depends on it.

DON’T LET TOOLS AND PROCESSES DRIVE YOUR HYBRID WORKING
CULTURE
When exploring and planning around remote or hybrid working strategies,
don’t let the tail wag the dog - don’t let the tools and technology you
use drive the behaviours you see. Invest upfront in what you believe as
an organisation, the key principles you want to work to and develop
your strategy out from there. The strength of any organisational culture
is ultimately, based on the strength of the human first approach at the
heart of it and COVID has just exacerbated this - whether remote, onsite
or hybrid, put your beliefs and people at the heart of your plan.
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